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Welcome to Nova Natural!

interlocking blocks With these wooden 
building blocks, kids can build structures that 
lock together. They have protruding dowels 
on top which fit into holes in the bottoms of 
the blocks. This allows children to build curved 
walls that will hold together rather than fall-
ing down. Longest block is 
3.5” long. Ages 3+. USA.  
#3260 $40 (46 pcs.) $59 
(96 pcs.)

 

Hi Nova Natural Fans! This is Susan. My husband Ted 
and I owned Nova Natural from the summer of 2001 
until this past winter when we passed it into the 
very capable hands of Dagmara and her husband! 
From our first conversations until today, Dagmara's 
enthusiasm for Nova's mission of supporting children 
through imaginative play has shown through. It's been 
a pleasure to work with her through this transition. 
Dagmara has experience working with European 
suppliers and we are thrilled that she's maintaining 
the longstanding relationships we've cultivated over 
the years. At the same time, we are looking forward to 
seeing how Nova evolves with Dagmara's input! Stay 
tuned for more updates!

When we decided to sell Nova it was important to 
us that it remained a small, family-run business. And 
we are so happy that has happened. Please join me 
in welcoming Dagmara as the new owner of Nova 
Natural!  Warmly, Susan

Wooden Pulback Car — Designed to fit perfectly in your 
child's hands, this car is all about safe and thrilling play. 
With its smooth, edgeless form and just-right size, it's a 
champion at promoting grasping skills and shape recogni-
tion. But that's not all – every move, whether it's pushing, 
rolling, or daring adventures on furniture, becomes a 
journey of self-discovery for your child. It's like giving them 
the keys to a world of exploration and empowerment, one 
zoom at a time!  Measurement: 4.2"x2.2"x2.1" Age 2+Made 
in Poland. #49410B $26

Singing Marble Tree - With 
captivating colors,this 
unique toy will make 
young hearts sing. As you 
drop the marbles and they 
wind down the wooden 
rainbow, it gives o� a soft 
song that chil-dren and 
adults will enjoy.Ages 3+. 
18” tall. $110
mini-14" $68 Age 3+ Made 
in Poland. 

A Nice Magic Wood Tree amazing for 
playing or home decoration. You can pick 

from a Japanese Garden, Summer-Winter, or 
Spring-Autumn. They feature true colors of a 
real tree! Also its amazing addition for your 
season table as well. 3+ Made in Poland, $52
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four elements blocks Uniquely shaped, each 
piece adds an organic feel to what is normal-
ly a very “square” activity. The Rainbow set is 
4” tall. Ages 1+. Germany. four elements set 
(rainbow, wave, fire, and cave) #3755 $152

rainbow #3751 $41

fire #3752 $39 cave #3753 $38

wave #3750 $41

rainbow racing dominoes This rainbow set of wooden 

setting them up in long domino runs, using the colors for de-
sign. This educational game is a fun way to explore cause and 

rainbow road for cars or add them to another set of blocks for 
extra building flexibility. 74 blocks. Ages 3+. Bosnia. #4510 $99

the Island Stacker—a multi-purpose marvel that's 
about to become your child's new favorite 
playtime companion. This isn't just your ordinary 
stacker; it's a versatile toy that unlocks a world of 
creative possibilities. Age 2+, Made in Poland , 
#39110, $55

Bajo domino- 2 kinds -jeweled domino/ wooden  a dazzling twist on 
a classic game! This oversized  set of dominoes takes the traditional 
game to a whole new level of elegance and entertainment. size 
5.9"x2.9"x0.3", Made in Poland, age:1+, #34830 $195
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river rock blocks Give your child new shapes 
and challenges for their block play with these sets 
of wood river rocks. In four sizes, they can exper-
iment with integrating them into block structures, 
add beautiful cairns to imagined realms or create 
stepping stones across a silk brook. Wood. Ages 
1+. Largest stone is 4.5” wide. Choice of Moss, River 
or Sun. Germany. #1233 $26

grimm's large rainbow forest green stacker The clas-
sic Grimm's rainbow with a twist for spring and summer! Lit-
tle architects will love stacking, building, and creating with 
these 12 beautiful forest green arches as this rainbow take 
them into forests full of foliage and fir tree green. 9.25” tall. 
Ages 3+. #2033 $98

grimm's rainbow friends peg people There 
are so many possibilities with 12 little people! The 
set comes in a rainbow of colors using several 

-
pression or gender, your child can let their imag-
inations decide what characteristics each person 
has. Colors and wood types may vary! Ages 1+. 
Germany. 2.5" tall. #1918 $56

grimm's gigantic rainbow We 
have dreamed of adding the gigantic 
rainbow to our building lineup and this 
year we did! So many possibilities for this 
super-sized tunnel set! Ages 3+. #1806 $116

Vibrant Rainbow Blocks — Unleash Your Child's 
Imagination with These Vibrant Building Blocks!

These building blocks aren't your ordinary toys; 
they're the key to a world of endless creativity 
and imaginative play. With 21 unique pieces 
featuring a stunning array of 6 vibrant colors, the 
possibilities are boundless. $56.00

Caterpillar Stacker — Meet our quirky 
caterpillar - the ultimate playmate for 
18-month-olds and beyond! This little 
guy is all about stacking and shifting in 
the most hilarious ways imaginable. 
#39370  $34.00
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grimm's rainbow balls These wooden rainbow 
balls can be combined with the wooden rings to make 
tipsy towers or used on runways created with tunnels 
sets. A collection of simple shapes and pieces broad-
en your child's menu for innovation. 12 balls. Ages 3+.  
Germany. #1638 $22

rainbow blocks Children are endlessly creative with these 
brightly-colored blocks, using them to build houses, towers, 
villages and more. A net bag keeps them contained when not 
in play. Longest piece is 5.25” long. Smallest piece is 1.75” long. 
Germany. #2724 $51 (30 pcs.) $94 (60 pcs.) 

grimm’s large rainbow balls 
6 Wooden Balls, perfect for sort-
ing colors. And ideal for marble 
games with the large rainbows. 
Ages 1+. Germany. #1942 $27

Manhattan Blocks — The blocks provide a valuable 
opportunity for children to explore architecture and 
develop their stacking skills. As they play and construct 
with the blocks, they gain insights into spatial 
awareness, balance, and problem-solving. This 
hands-on experience promotes fine motor skills and 
fosters creativity and imaginative play. #91070  $57.00

Triangles, Squares, + Circles — The wooden blocks add a fun 
variety to your child's building projects. They o�er a slight 
divergence from the simple, predictable shapes of many 
building blocks. Your child can enjoy building with these on 
their own or combine them with other sets of blocks. Each 
shape is also a small puzzle with a little color-coding in case 
the puzzler gets stumped. $80.00

Athlete game from Bajo — A sturdy base supports a strong 
athlete who can flex his muscles with 60 colorful wooden 
sticks. You can choose to stack all of them on your athlete or 
just a few, it's entirely up to you. The challenge lies in how high 
you can stack them before they tumble down. This amazing 
game not only provides hours of fun but also exercises 
patience and precision. We recommend it for all ages above 3, 
with a special note for younger kids aged 3 to 6 to play under 
parental supervision Box Measurements: 3.1x0.9x3.8 #97510, 
$42 
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Mythical Creatures — Get ready for a journey into the realm of legendary 
creatures with our Fantasy Puzzles collection! These magical puzzles are like a 
portal to di�erent mythologies, where kids can meet mythical creatures from 
all over the world. each #76010A  $28.00
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knight’s great sword When the Jabberwock 
has invaded their lands, young knights will ap-
preciate their own vorpal blade. This two-hand-
ed great sword has its own leather scabbard to 
make transport safer and easier. Ages 3+. 36” long.  
Germany. #1075 $86

bow + felt arrow set - blue Ev-
eryone in the family will want a turn 
with this beautiful bow and arrow set. 
Featuring a wooden bow, cotton fab-
ric bullseye to hang wherever you like, 
and three wooden arrows with a soft 
felt tip. Made to last with high-quality 
beech hardwood and organic cotton. 
#1783 $44

crossbow The 
mechanism of 
this wooden toy 
crossbow really works 
when released, launching 
one of the two included ar-
rows toward its intended tar-
get. It’s all in good fun, though, 
as each of the  bolts is padded so 
no one gets hurt. Includes a strap so 
it can be slung over the shoulder when 
hiking out to meet the enemy. Comes with 
2 bolts.  Ages 3+. Poland.
crossbow 17” long. #2971  $49 
extra crossbow bolts #2968 $10

ranger’s quiver Use this 
quiver to make toting ar-

rows through the forest easier. 
15.75” long. Poland. #1123 $21

Due to supply issues, we aren't sure 
if we'll be able to get a bow and arrow 

set this year. If we do we'll let you know on 
Instagram!

robin hood cap Pop this cap on your 
head and you’ll be ready for an afternoon 
with your merry men. Made of genuine sueded 
leather. Ages 3 to adult. Germany. #2972 $69

 

 



Castle Stacker — The marvelous set of blocks you described 
sounds like a wonderful toy for children to unleash their 
creativity and build a variety of structures. Whether it's castles, 
houses, or any other building that springs from their imagina-
tion, these blocks o�er endless possibilities for play and 
construction. #33910 $56.00
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fortress castle The royal family and their retinue can stay 
safe behind the drawbridge and gate of this wooden cas

-

tle. The turrets in the corners give their watchmen a good 
vantage point for monitoring the regions around the castle. 
The walls allow messengers to pass between the towers. 
The sturdy construction allows for years of play. Ages 4+. 
21” tall. Poland. #1348 
 Large-$395, medium-$350, Small-$250

fairy tale soft doll family A poseable 
royal family bedecked in the finery befit-
ting their position. Cotton and wool. King 
is 6” tall. Brazil. #4162 $104

knights & archer soft doll set Ready to defend the cas-
tle at any cost with their spears, swords and arrows, these 
Waldorf-style knight dolls are soft and poseable. Cotton 
and Wool. Archer is 6” tall. Brazil. #4163 $79

Small

Medium

Large
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knight’s leather tunic An authentic suede 
tunic reinforced with brass studs. Laces cinch 
up the sides to fit a wide age range. 23” long, 
16” wide. Fits ages 3-10. Germany. #1945 $119

knight’s helmet Headgear is essential 
equipment for the well-protected knight-at-
arms. With brass studs and heavy canvas neck 
guard, our Knight’s Helmet looks authentic 
and ready for action at the next jousting tour-
ney. 23” circumference. Germany. #2908 $32

knight’s shield Bold colors for bold cavaliers 
emblazon these shields. The eagle symbolizes 
courage and strength, while the fleur-de-lis is 
a symbol of spirituality. The soft leather strap 
makes a comfortable grip as knights move 
from adventure to adventure. Ages 3+. 11” x 
15” Choice of fleur de lis or eagle. Germany. 
#1201 $32

multi-helmet Double the fun with this two-in-one helmet—
knight and viking. 22.5” circumference, but adjustable for smaller 
heads. Germany. #3620 $45

Pirate Island With Hidden Traps — Drewart's Pirates Island  have a lot 
of exciting features that will definitely keep your child entertained. The 
two levels and lookout point o�er a great vantage point for imagining 
pirate adventures. The trapdoor and secret entrance to the 
underground dungeon sounds like a fun element that adds an 
element of mystery to playtime. #D1280 $250.00
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drying rack & pegs Children love a dolly wash day, and this 
clothes horse gives them an eco-friendly way to get all the laun-
dry dry. The frame is sized to make it easy for children to use, and 
the included clothes pegs mean all the clothes can be arranged 
for quick drying. If your child has given their doll a bath, the top 
can also serve as a drying bed to let the air circulate all around. 
Poland. Ages 3+. #1354 $49

 
Ironing Board Set — The Drewart ironing board is a beautifully 
crafted addition to your role-playing toys. Children love to imitate 
household tasks, making this ironing board a perfect choice. Made 
from wood, it exudes a vintage charm, and its heirloom quality 
ensures it will be cherished across generations. #1353/2315  
$90.00

Vanity — This lovely vanity table is perfect for any little one when 
they brush their hair and get ready. . They can use the mirror to put 
on their make-up or even just to look at themselves. They will feel 
so grown up getting themselves ready for the day.Size 15 x 12 x 11 
Weight 7.6 Made in Poland  #D2530 $125.00

Elsa's Wooden Kitchenett - The 
Drewart wooden kitchen is a 
beautifully crafted toy that will 
inspire hours of imaginative play for 
children. Made from solid alder 
wood, this kitchen set is durable and 
built to last. #D2044 $379.00

Sylvies Kitchenette Set- $420

Rosie's Washer - On cleaning days, the 
little homemaker can put the dolls' clothes 
inside this wooden washing machine and 
give them a spin to dizzy the dirt away.
Size 16 x 15.5 x 19 Weight 12.3
Made in Poland #D2300  $290.00

Leo's Shopping Trolley - Shopping Trolley is not only 
functional but also adds a touch of beauty to your 
child's play area. Made from solid timber, it is durable 
and sturdy, ensuring hours of playtime fun. With two 
separate wooden levels, it o�ers plenty of room for all 
the groceries, allowing your child to engage in realistic 
role play. #2415 Made in Poland, Age 3+ #2415 ; $219 
(small assembly required.)
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dollhouse family This set includes three generations. 
They are completely poseable, so they can sit on the sofa or 
bend to sweep the floor. Father is 6” tall. Brazil. #4426 $144
Individual dolls are available online.

-

dressable dollhouse family Kids love to dress and un-
dress these dollhouse dolls. With tiny clothes that fit them 
perfectly, they don't have to take baths or go to bed fully 
dressed. Father is 6" tall. More options and individual dolls 
available online. #4281 $125MEDIUM SKIN BLONDE HAIR

BROWN HAIR DARK SKIN

Lilla's dollhouse with Red or Natural roof - Step into a whimsical realm 
where dreams come true and adventures unfold. Lila's Dollhouse is a 
captivating wooden dollhouse that invites children to create their own 
stories and bring their favorite characters to life. With its charming 
design and attention to detail, this dollhouse is sure to spark endless 
hours of imaginative play.Red Roof #4051 Natural #4050 Price $325

 Width.       Depth.        Height.    Weight 
24 inch.       14.2 inch.        22 inch.        17 lb

Witch's House - This handmade wooden witch's house is a masterpiece 
of heirloom quality. Meticulously crafted from European hardwood, its 
natural finish and roof exude authenticity. The house boasts two large 
doors for e�ortless entry, a smaller door tailored for fairies, a charming 
fireplace complete with a chimney, and a generously sized room ideal for 
welcoming special guests. Its craftsmanship and design make it an 
exquisite addition to imaginative playtime, promising hours of enchant-
ing storytelling and creative adventures.#4040, Price $240

Width.       Depth.        Height.    Weight 
23.6 inch      14.2 inch.      15.0 inch.        10 lb

Alice’s Dollhouse with doors - Drewart's dollhouses are 
like the theater of playtime dreams! Picture this: kids 
diving into a world of creativity, transforming any spot 
into a storytelling extravaganza. It's like their very own 
stage to act out scenes, play di�erent roles, and 
explore a whole range of emotions! #4055 Price $390

 Width.       Depth.        Height.    Weight 
24 inch.       14.2 inch.        22 inch.       20 lb
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push wagon Toddlers can wheel their animal friends, 
blocks or favorite dolls around the house all day in this 
little wagon. They’ll love placing a doll or plush toy in the 
front seat and showing them around the yard or house. 
There’s even a little storage space in the back for ex-
tra toys. Some assembly required. Ages 2+. 22.5” long.  
Poland. #1462 $159

 
Airplane For Little Hands - The rolling wheels 
underneath the wings allow the airplane to move 
smoothly on di�erent surfaces, providing a 
dynamic element to the play experience. Toddlers 
can push or roll the airplane along, encouraging 
their motor skills and coordination.
Measurement 5.7x6x2.9 #41910M $37.00

Summer Camping Van - Younger children will enjoy driving this through 
the house. It's designed for easy pushing or pulling, and the inside is big 
enough to give a teddy bear or other doll friend a ride. They can even sit 
on top and tootle about. Older children can send their dollhouse dolls on 
cross country vacations to visit a grand canyon of blocks or the giant 
woods of the back yard. There's plenty of room for a dollhouse family to 
sleep and they can even add a table and chairs for al fresco dining. 
Size 28 x 18.5 x 18 Weight 18.2 Made in Poland $290.00

Duck Push Toy Drewart - The 
little duck with flip-flop legs 
from Drewart is absolutely 
adorable! Drewart is known 
for their high-quality and 
charming wooden toys, and 
this little duck is no exception. 
#D2440  $30.00

BAJO Doll Pram - These wheels are 
designed to provide smooth gliding 
indoors and should not scratch most 
hardwood floors. The assembly process is 
straightforward and involves only light 
assembly of the handlebars and shade. An 
allen key is included for your convenience.
Measurement: 22.4x13.3x22 #74110 
$180.00

BAJO Moby Walker - Our walker that's not 
just a walker! It's the ultimate playtime 
companion for your little one.
Measurement: 22x8.4x15.1 #73170 $160.00

Color Variances
Natural Red Blue Green White



horse swing Our Horse Swing is made of solid wood with 
side pieces to help the rider keep his seat. This baby swing 
is well-suited for babies fully able to sit on their own up to 
around age three. A gentle swinging motion is soothing and 
fun for infants and young toddlers alike, and has been shown 
to support their physical development. The sturdy ropes allow 
the swing to be hung from a low tree branch or a strong bar 
in your home. Ages 10 months to 2 years. Germany. #1111 $149

rainbow horsie reins The perfect 
partner to cowboy and horses dramatic 
play: rainbow horsie reigns! Take turns 
taking rides with this brightly colored 
and safely designed horse harness. Ages 
3–10. #2061 $29

farmyard animal set With a 
whole barnyard of animal friends 
to choose from, children can imag-
ine every part of life on the farm. Grazing cow is 
3.5” long. Ages 3+. Germany. #4796 $89

cloppity horseshoes These real horseshoes 
make authentic cloppity-clop sounds! These are 
great for all sorts of horse play. Comes with a 
real hoof pick with a brush, so when it’s time 
to come home after a day on the trail, you can 
clean them. Ages 4+. Wood is 2.5” thick. Germa-
ny. #4695 $65
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on the farm wooden book Each “page” contains 
whimsical pictures illustrating a range of farming ac-
tivities, from planting to harvesting to milking a cow. 
4” tall. Switzerland. #3992 $25

The Farm Friends In The Barn - Get ready for a barnyard 
adventure like no other with our classic figure set featur-
ing 14 adorable farm animals. Here's what you'll find in this 
fantastic collection:
Measurement of box: 8.6x8.15x1.7 $62.00

Adorable Wooden Wobbling Chicken - Adorable, 
wobbling wooden chicken. It's made of a beautifully 
crafted and soft stained wood. It's heavy enough to 
steadily wobble back and forth and remain standing 
upward. The chicken can easily turn around on itself. It's 
great yet simple entertainment.  Made for age 1 +
Measurement: 5.3x2.9x4.7 $34.00



woodland gnomes Our poseable gnome dolls have del-
icately painted faces and earth-colored clothes, and they're 
right at home in their woodsy environment of trees, leaves, 
and other forest creatures. 6.5–6.75" tall. Ages 3+. Made 
in Brazil by a women's cooperative. woodland gnome 
#4759 $21 / woodland lady gnome #4760 $21
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a natural history of fairies This book is an excellent 
reference for anyone curious about fairies. According 
to this source, fairies are all around and vary according 
to where they live. Detailed text and beautiful illustra-
tions will answer all the reader's questions! Hardcover, 
64 pages. Ages 6-10. #1819 $30

flower fairy Our flower fairies are smaller than the other fairies so they 
are like their little sisters. With bespeckled, long cotton dresses topped 
with a flower shaped collar, they remind one of a field of tiny wildflowers. 
Their wings are of tulle with bright little sparkles embedded in them. Bod-
ies are poseable and made of cotton interlock stu�ed with wool. Made in 
Brazil by a women’s cooperative. 6” tall. #4628 $25

blossom fairy The bubble skirts of these fairy 
dolls look like the unfolding petals of a new flow
er blossom. Their braided wool hair is crowned 
with flowers. More colors available online. 8" tall.
Ages 3+. Made in Brazil by a women's cooperative.  
More colors available online! #4634 $40

Her silk-

-

-
-

kerchief fairy 
en skirts billow as she flies 
through the air on her wings 
of delicate leaves. Fully pose
able. 7.5” tall. Ages 3+. Made in 
Brazil by a women's cooper
ative. Additional colors avail
able online. #4640 $29

pocket gnome Brightly colored Pocket 
Gnomes are handmade with cotton and 
wool by a women's cooperative in Brazil. 
They are the perfect size to take along when 
your child's spirits might need a little boost. 
These can be a bit of reassurance hidden in a 
pocket. With their woolly beards and bright-
ly colored outfits, adults love them as much 
as children do! Ages 3+. Made in Brazil by 
a women's cooperative. Look online for our 
current selection of color choices! #1736 $8

christmas gnomes Clad in seasonal reds and greens, 
these gnomes' delicately painted faces have a sweet 
charm. Made from all natural materials and fully poseable, 
they are ready to enter your child's imaginative world of 
play. Ages 3+. Made in Brazil by a women's cooperative. 
christmas gnome #4755 $21 / lady gnome #4756 $21

gnome home set Set your forest up with helpful, happy spirits! 
Two little gnomes and their cottage ready to watch out for the an-
imals and trees in the fairy forest. House is 10.75" tall, gnomes are 
6.75" tall. gnome home set #5010 $149
gnome home #1621 $119
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doll stroller Take a beloved doll friend for a stroll inside or out. 
The frame is made of hardwood, so it will stand up to years of play. 
The large wheels make it easy to push through the house, along a 
sidewalk or across a yard. Handle is 21.5” from floor. USA. Choice of 
Green Circles, Pineapple Stripes, or Purple Curliques. #3625 $124

PurplePineappleGreen

waldorf little sibling Our 9" Waldorf Dolls are perfectly 
sized to be a child’s first Waldorf doll. They are a sweet size to 
tote around the house or take on a trip, short or long. Ages 3+.
Made in Brazil by a women's cooperative. 
little brother #4717 $48 / little sister #4718 $58
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dolly's high chair Include Dolly at mealtime with 
this wooden high chair. The hardwood construction 
means that it can be shared for years to come. Ages 
3+. 22.5" tall. Poland. #1680 $110

drewart handy stepstool Step on up! Give your 
child a boost to help them reach the sink, counter, 
or shelf. 18m+. Poland. #1651 $100

Stella's Wardrobe For Her Dolls Outfits.— Drewart Classic 
Small Doll Wardrobe or Cabinet – a true gem from the heart of 
Europe, crafted with care from sustainably sourced timber. This 
wardrobe embodies elegance and safety, with its perfectly 
smooth edges, meticulously sanded to ensure a worry-free 
playtime experience for your little one. $150.00

Doll's Cot With Cradle — Time for bedtime magic with this 
super cool convertible cot! It's not just a regular bed; it's also a 
swinging cradle that takes doll play to a whole new level.

Imagine the adventures your little one can have – from putting 
their dolls down for a cozy nap to rocking them gently to sleep. 
It's like having a mini daycare center right at home! Measure-
ment: 17.1x10.8x9.2 $89.00

Doll Wooden Bedside Nightstand— Drewart Wooden Bedside 
Table, a finely crafted accessory that adds a touch of elegance 
and authenticity to your child's playroom. Handcrafted from 
solid European alder hardwood, this miniature cupboard is 
designed to perfection. With its thoughtful features and natural 
wood finish, the Drewart Wooden Bedside Table is the ideal 
addition to enhance imaginative play. $49.00
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classic waldorf doll Children love to tightly squeeze these dolls’ wool-
filled bodies and stroke their mohair locks. Includes a dress, shirt, bloom-
ers and booties. More styles available online. 16” tall. Made in Brazil by 
a women's cooperative. girl doll #4721 $119  /  boy doll #4720 $110

DARK SKIN BROWN HAIR RED HAIRDARK SKIN

BLONDE HAIR

MEDIUM SKIN

RED HAIR

BROWN HAIR BLONDE HAIR

dolly's bunkbed When your dolls 
have a sleepover or get a new sibling, 
this wooden bed makes a great ad-
dition to their room. The bunks each 
have adorable red & white polka dot 
bedding, and the end is adorned with 
a sleepy-eyed moon. Ages 3+. 22” x 
19” x 15.5”. Poland. #1594 $199

moon cradle and bedding Peaceful sleep is 
certain when your doll is tucked into this cradle 
with the moon to guard dolly dreams. The wood
en cradle rocks gently on a curve reminiscent of 
the horn of the moon. Red cotton bedding gives 
a soft place for your doll to rest his or her head. 
21” long. Poland. #1351 $150



Play Stands Or Play Shop Or Full Arch.— The Drewart Waldorf-styled Wooden Playstand and Playshop is a versatile and visually 
appealing addition to any classroom or child's playroom. It features a one half arch/shelving unit and a separate shelving unit for a 
playshop, allowing for various imaginative play possibilities. The playshop can be transformed into a theater, a pirate ship, a cozy 
reading nook, or whatever the child's imagination desires. This encourages creativity and role-playing, fostering cognitive and social 
development.

You can order single arch- palystand , arch with shelf-playshop, or full arch with shelf. 
Variances - play stand ( box 1 on Picture), play shop, ( Box 1+2), Full Arch- 2x Box 1+ Box 2
Drewart Play playshop #D2600 $590.00  Drewart Playstand #Playstand $390.00   Drewart full arch with shelf  $800.00
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play clips set Clip a building cloth to a Play
stand Set or a few chairs for an instant hideaway. 
Includes 4 clips. 4.5” long, USA. #2959 $29

 

 

cash register Including a credit card swip-
er, this cash register makes playtime open for 
business. Ages 3+. 8” tall. Poland. #4922 $120

Table and Chairs set for dolls  —  Introducing the charming 
Drewart Table & Chairs for Dolls—a meticulously crafted set that 
embodies quality, sustainability, and imaginative play. Made 
from solid alder wood, this set features a table and two chairs, 
providing the perfect foundation for your child's playroom 
adventures.In summary. Drewart Table & Chairs for Dolls 
represent more than just miniature furniture. They embody 
values of quality, sustainability, and creative exploration. As your 
child engages with this set, they develop their imagination, 
empathy, and understanding of the world around them. This 
charming set is a worthy addition to any playroom, enriching 
playtime experiences and leaving a lasting impact.#D3055  
$130.00
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Good 

beeautiful polish Keep your wooden 
dishes and toys looking their best with this 
food-safe beeswax wood polish. It's specif-
ically formulated to not only improve the 
appearance of your wooden items but also 
preserve them. USA. 4 oz. #3857 $19

snack time wooden bowl Our Maine-
made bowl is just the right size for any kind 
of snack. With a little care (hand wash and 
dry and treat now and then with our Bee-
autiful Polish), your bowl will last for years! 
(5.5" across) USA. #3867 $14

Serving Tray for kitchen play — That 
sounds like a wonderful addition to your 
child's imaginative playtime! The Drewart 
Tray will definitely enhance their open play 
experience by allowing them to serve meals 
and carry items to the kitchen table. It's 
great for promoting creativity and 
role-playing scenarios like cooking and 
hosting a meal. $22.00

Chopping Board for kitchen play — Drewart Chopping 
Board is a charming and practical addition to your 
child's play kitchen. Crafted with precision and attention 
to detail, this wooden chopping board mirrors real-life 
kitchen tools, allowing young chefs to immerse 
themselves in imaginative culinary adventures. $10.00

Kid's kitchen knife  — When your child is ready to graduate 
from their toy kitchen, this cleverly designed knife set is a 
great way to begin teaching them safe kitchen skills. The 
design encourages proper grip and the included finger 
guard gives children an early lesson on how real chefs chop 
veggies while keeping their fingers tucked away. 
Size 10.5 x 6x 1 Weight 0.35 Made in France  $30.00

one dozen good eggs 
eggs are a necessary staple in the 
pantry, and these are fresh from a 
free-range forest. Twelve wooden 

eggs are held in a real egg car
ton, ready to be served for 

breakfast! #1160 $19

children's olivewood bowl These little ol
ivewood bowls are a bit deeper than our baby 
or toddler bowls. The wood is very smooth but 
beautifully colored. It could be used for chil
dren or, honestly, as a nice little bowl for any
thing! 4" across, 2" tall. #1861 $15
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Equip Your Chef with 
Hand-painted Enamelware

flowered tea set #3912 $75
flowered enamel teapot #1289 $47

flowered enamel cup #3898 $16.50

farmer’s pot  
6.5” diameter. #3918 $30

frying pot
4.25” diam. #3904 $22

flowered enamel cup, bowl + plate #3891 $49
flowered enamel plate 6.75" wide. #3896 $19

flowered enamel bowl #3897 $19

flowered pot   
3” tall. #3920 $25

shipping. 
Our shipping rates are based on the 
total value of your order. Rates for the 
contiguous United States below. 

Check online for Express Shipping and
rates to HI, AK and international locales.

returns 
Return any product within 30 days of the 
date of purchase in its original, sellable 
condition for a Refund minus restocking fee. 
Gift returns  are eligible for Store Credit only. 
More detailed shipping policy at 
www.novanatural.com/return

-

NOVA NATURAL 
NOVA NATURAL TOYS AND CRAFTS 
1029 RTE 715  
SAYLORSBURG PA 18353

Return any product within 60 days of the 
date of purchase in its original condition 
for a Full Refund. For up to a year (365 
days from date of purchase), you can  
return items for Store Credit. Gift returns  
are eligible for Store Credit only.

contacting us 
ONLINE 
www.novanatural.com

PHONE 
Hours: 24/7/365 
US + Canada toll free at: 877 668 2111 
International: +1347 733 4358

E-MAIL
support@novanatural.com

GET IT ON TIME! 
This year we are encouraging you to place 
your orders early! From our suppliers to 
our warehouse people to our shipping 
partners, everyone is doing their best to 
handle this challenging situation. Please 
give them a hand, and yourself peace of 
mind, and order early. Thank you! 

order total amount

up to $30 $9

$31- $75 $15

$76 - $125 $20

over $125 FREE!
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skipping rope Good, simple 
fun—indoors and out! A jump rope 
will always be a great gift! 8’ long. 
Austria. #4577 $29

playline This slackline spe-
cifically designed for begin-
ners. It comes with a “help 
line” to help children gain 
confidence. Ages 5+. #1237 
$90

Giant bubble kit — Make amazing bubbles 
with this magical, giant bubble wand. 
Using the wooden handles, you simply 
saturate the cotton line with the included 
solution, then let the wind create huge, 
unbelievable bubbles. With slow and 
steady movements and a little practice, 
you can create all sorts of di�erent 
bubbles to enliven a day at the beach or a 
romp in the backyard. Size 19 x 5 x 2 
Weight .9 lbs Made in USA #1125  $25.00

Backpack sled kite — Sled kites are amazing! 
Without any struts, sled kites are simply unfolded 
and magically the wind makes the channels on 
the sides sti� enough for the kite to fly. This was 
our favorite kind of kite when our boys were little 
- just pack it in a bag to have around whenever 
you're somewhere you can fly a kite. These sled 
kites come with their own winder and 300 ft of 
line. They also come in a teeny tiny backpack - 
too small to be worn by anyone but just the right 
size for taking along. Happy kite flying! #2768 
Large - $20.00 Small - $11.00
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The best of 
       fagus for all
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fagus garbage truck This crew of garbage collec-
tors is ready to tidy up Doll-town. This large wooden 
garbage truck steers smoothly and quietly through 
the streets of the town in the dawn hours. The knob 
on the cab makes steering down narrow alleyways 
easy. Ages 3+. 15.75” long. Germany. fagus garbage 
truck #4929 $183 / recycling bins #1635 $21.70

at the construction site Let your imagination write 
the story in At the Construction Site! With giant illustra-
tions depicting a bustling construction site and no text 
on the pages, this book invites the reader to bring their 
imagination to work! Illustrated by Max Walther. Large 
board book format. 16 pages. Ages 2–5. #1977 $13

fagus excavator Digging trenches and footings 
is simple with this wooden excavator from Fagus. 
This burly toy truck features a handle on the arm 
and one on the rear to help children maneuver the 
truck through the construction site. Ages 5+. 18" long. 
Germany #4910 $182

front end loader Fagus, a company renowned for its high-qual-
ity wooden trucks, makes this toy loader. Kids can use it to load 
the Unimog or deliver materials to the Conveyor Belt on the 
construction site. With two handles for raising and pivoting the 
bucket as well as one for steering, there isn’t much this vehicle 
can’t do! Ages 5+. 16” long. Germany. #4900 $178
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Mini Transporter   —  An essential vehicle for transporting cars 
e�ciently from point A to point B without driving them. This 
particular car transporter truck is crafted in Germany using 
sustainably harvested beech wood, showcasing a commitment 
to environmental responsibility. Your little one chooses where 
the vehicle will go.  Time to take the car for ride to the the garage 
to be fixed or to a new home. #12.07  $33.00

Mini Wheel Loader/Bulldozer    
—  This mini wheel loader 
features attractive blue and red 
wheels, adding to its visual 
appeal. The movable blue 
plough arm enhances the 
interactive play experience for 
young ones. What will they 
push or pick up with the loader? 
Little ones can use it to load the 
mini truck with dirt and rocks.  
Great for creating your own 
little construction site. #12.05  
$40.00 

unimog The go-anywhere hauler. A 
twist of the knob on top of the cab steers 
the front wheels. It has a rear hitch to pull 
the Conveyor Belt or Dump Trailer. 9” 
long. Ages 3+. Germany. #4904 $103

zippie car This wooden car from
Fagus of Germany is perfectly sized 
for tiny hands. Beautifully made of a 
single piece of wood, its hefty body is 
easy to push along on its tough-look-
ing wheels. Given a push, this toy car 
will zip right along. 5” long. Ages 1+.
Germany. #3273 $36

fagus speedie car This small wooden car is an 
excellent choice for toddlers not yet ready for full-
size vehicles. Beautifully made of a single piece of 
wood, this wooden car from Fagus has a sturdy 
body and rugged wheels. With its simple race car 
design, "Speedie" is a great choice for those little 
ones looking for faster action! Made in Germany by 
Fagus. Age 1+. Germany. #3274 $38

Mini Truck     —  This mini pickup 
truck is designed with vibrant 
colors to enhance its visual 
appeal. Additionally, it features 
a removable peg figure, adding 
an element of interactive play 
and allowing children to engage 
in imaginative scenarios with 
the toy. #12.01   $38.00 
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dump trailer The design of the dumping mechanism is sure to 
please any child interested in machines. The trailer attaches to any 
of the vehicles that have a hitch, such as the Tractor or Unimog, 
and it can be loaded with the Conveyor Belt. Ages 3+. 13” long. 
Germany. #4917 $119

conveyor belt A turn of the lever on the 
side makes the belt move. Transport it to 
another site with the Unimog, Tractor or 
Flatbed Truck. Ages 3+. 21” long. Germa-
ny. #4903 $108

fagus car carrier This wooden Car Carrier 
from Fagus is loads of fun. The upper deck 
pivots down to make a long ramp for smaller 
cars to drive up onto both decks. Young driv-
ers can steer the Carrier by means of the large 
knob atop its cab. Each Car Carrier comes 
with a single small car, Speedie, shown on the 
upper deck. Please note: Our other smaller 
cars, Zippie and Truckie are sold sepa-
rately. Ages 3+. 17" long. Germany 
#4905 $180

 

 

truckie car This toy truck is an ex-
cellent choice for toddlers and pre-
schoolers who are not quite ready for 
the larger Fagus trucks. Because it’s 
made of a single piece of wood, its 
body is sturdy but also moves easily 
along on the tough-looking wheels. 
Ages 1+. Germany. #3275 $36
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peter and lotta’s christmas Your child 
will be thrilled to follow the further adven
tures of these children and explore anoth
er way people celebrate Christmas. Hard
cover, 32 pages. Ages 5-8. #2503 $20

-

-

-

Bernie Bus Goes on Safari  — Time to go on an 
African Safari.  Come along for an adventure with 
Bernie Bus. So many beautiful sights and animals 
to see. Children will not only be excited to see 
everything but also has an opportunity to learn. 
#DIJ3023  $10.00

The Christmas Rose   — This is the story of the 
shepherds heading to Christ child with gift but 
one shepherd stayed behind because he didn't 
have a gift. He does find a gift. Read to find what 
gift he found. #G05115 $9.95

Elsa Beskow Children of the Forest    — Like all 
of Elsa Beskow's books, this tale is lushly 
illustrated and gently told. Children of the 
Forest relates the tale of a family of little people 
through all the seasons of the forest. The four 
children play with the animals who inhabit the 
forest, learn from the wise old owl and help 
their parents to prepare for the coming winter. 
#1279-LRG-2  $19.95

Mini Colin & Joe best little car   — The Mini 
Colin Campervan & Joe set sounds like a 
delightful toy for young children. #IIJ8025   
$26.00

Mini Bernie Bus & Evelyn best little car    — TA 
chunky mini Bernie Bus complete with remov-
able Evelyn wooden person. A perfect birthday 
present combined with the "Bernie Bus goes to 
Australia" book available separately. This 
wooden toy is made of sustainable rubber-
wood. Describing the mini Bernie Bus as 
"chunky" means it's designed with a size and 
shape that are easy for little hands to grasp and 
manipulate. #IIJ8024  $26.00

Bernie Bus Goes to Australia   — This book is 
about Bernie Bus going on an adventure to 
Australia and he would like for you to come 
along.  See all the special places Australia 
has.  The rhymes make it fun to read. Beauti-
ful pictures to show all that Bernie sees. 
#DIJ3022  $10.00
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animal block puzzle Block puzzles o�er beautifully 
open-ended play. There’s a riddle to working out the six dif-
ferent pictures. Turning each block just the right way can be 
challenging for a wide age range. Ages 2+. Six blocks. 4” x 
2.75” Switzerland. #1208 $30

shadows in the forest game The candlelight casts 
shadows on this board game, and the gnomes must 
find one another in the shadows to keep their secrets. 
Children especially enjoy this cooperative game in the 
dark evenings of winter when the contrasting shad-
ows and light evoke a quiet intensity. They must work 
together to help the gnomes reach their goal. 2-8 
players. Ages 5+. Germany. #4660 $59

outfoxed Find out just what happened to Mrs. Plumpert’s 
prized pot pie! Exercise some deductive reasoning as you 
move around the game board gathering clues. Only through 
cooperation can the players outsmart the wily fox. Open 
board is 17” sq. For 2-4 players. Ages 5+. 32 cards. #1514 $22

the orchard game Young children learn many social skills through 
cooperative game play. This board game for kids consists of a bright-
ly colored board, wooden fruits and baskets and children cooperate 
to make sure that the harvest of cherries, apples, pears and plums is 
completed before the raven can eat them. No reading skills are re-
quired, and children will enjoy teaching their friends how to play the 
Haba game.  Ages 3–6. Germany. #2688 $50

Scrabble Luxe (Maple)     — Scrabble Luxe Edition! A 
luxurious and elegant version of the classic Scrabble 
game, incorporating high-quality materials and premium 
components for an enhanced playing experience. The 
solid maple wood cabinet, foil-stamped game board, and 
premium letter tiles, among other features, make this 
edition a standout choice for Scrabble enthusiasts looking 
for a sophisticated and beautiful version of the game. This 
edition also contains other premium components includ-
ing wood Scrabble letter tiles, solid maple tile racks, a 
fabric tile pouch, and a deluxe scorebook with pencil. 
#40005C $250.00 

Crowd Puzzle We are all together.    — The crowd puzzle is a modern classic. 
Designed by Ania Bajor, it is an extraordinary intellectual riddle. Its unique 14 head 
figure pieces need to fit together. Play in a humorous way, in a manner which can 
be useful to show diversity and di�erences between people.

Comes with 14 double sided pieces. All the faces come together to make a puzzle. 
Separately you have di�erent faces of a crowd of people. Pick from either side. 
The choice is yours. Measurement: 8.3x6.8x0.5 #97410  $57.00 
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build your own music box A little mechan-
ical magic to delight the ear! Your child can as-
semble this little music box and then swap out 
the cylinders to play a di�erent song! #1687 
$25

 

rainbow glockenspiel Children delight 
in the bright sounds and colors of this 
glockenspiel as they tap out familiar tunes 
with the wooden mallet. Bring the fun 
along with the built-in handle. 11” long. Po-
land. #3467 $29
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auris pentatonic glockenspiel Auris has long set 
the standard for instruments used in Waldorf schools. 
Using a five-tone scale attuned to children’s aural de-
velopment, musicians enjoy playing songs both new 
and familiar. 7.25” long. Sweden. #2452 $99

wooden ukulele The ukulele is a great instrument 
for beginners, whether they’re 5 or 50. The soft nylon 
strings make forming chords and strumming easy for 
inexperienced hands, and the included chord chart 
will set you on the road to making music. There’s 
even a pitch pipe to help you tune this happy little in-
strument. The hardwood body makes for a resonant 
tone. Before long you’ll be strumming up a storm! 
#1480 $90

Joyful 
Noise!

make it yourself tambourine Get things shaking 
with your very own Tambourine! This DIY kit con-
tains all the pieces for your instrument and features 
smooth, unfinished wood to paint and decorate as 
you like. Ages 4+. #1842 $17

Small wooden Xylophone 8 tone — The basic pentatonic 
xylophone is an excellent choice for introducing children 
to the world of music. It allows for easy exploration of 
musical concepts without the complexities of additional 
notes found in larger scales. 8 tones. Xylophone is quite a 
size for nam small and the sound is amazing. #XRD-008  
$129.00  

Itty Bitty Music Box  — Your very own little crank shaft 
music Box.  It can be put on di�erent surfaces to make a 
di�erent sound.  Small enough for your pocket to surprise 
someone with music. Two di�erent songs to choose from.  
Which one will you choose, Happy Birthday or Your Are 
My Sunshine?  #1201  $11.00 

Blue pine thumb piano   — The Thumb Piano comes with 
an instructional songbook, making it easy for beginners to 
learn how to play. It is designed to be durable and can 
withstand moderate abuse by young children, making it a 
great teaching aid for introducing music to kids.

However, if you are using the Thumb Piano with a child 
under 6 years old, it is recommended to provide supervi-
sion to ensure their safety while playing the instrument.

2 Colors to choose from Blue or Burgundy #CPBP  
$40.00 
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natural watercolor paintbox We are pleased to be 
-

tains 12 colors all made with concentrated plant extracts 
and food coloring. Includes a brush and the lid can be used 
for mixing colors. Germany. #4247 $42

painting board Wet-on-wet wa-
tercolor painting is one of the cen-
tral aspects of early Waldorf art 
instruction, and our Painting Board 
is one of the tools that will make 
this craft easier. The wet watercol-
or paper "sticks" to the board, so 
it doesn't shift around as your child 
explores color. This durable board 
stays useful as your child begins to 
pursue other interests as a place to 
contain an activity. USA. #3829 $19

hemp watercolor 
paper Extra heavy art-
ists’ paper works beau-
tifully with our water-
color paints. 12 sheets. 
USA. #1177 8.5” x 11” $16 
/  11” x 14” $20

Wide paintbrush   — Wider brush  is used for most early Waldorf 
painting,. It is a nice addition to watercolor painting as children move 
from experiencing color to trying to make pictures. #1258 $18.00  
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watercolor paint jars with holder Use these jars 
and holders for convenient storage and use of your 
paints. Three jar holder is 9” long. Six jar holder is 17” 
long. USA. #3828 3 jar holder $20 / 6 jar holder $39

stockmar paint sets Stock-
mar’s watercolor paints are known 
for their clarity, texture and qual-
ity. Because they are very con-
centrated, you only need to use 
a small amount diluted in water. 
Choose either 20cc or 50cc sets 
of 6. Germany. 
#1174 set 20cc $68
#1174 set 50cc $132
#1174 individuals 20cc $12
#1174 individuals 50cc $23

Painting Starter Set Everything you need to begin your wet-on-wet watercolor adventure! Features a paint-
ing board, perfect for painting on and other projects (puzzles, play dough...), and a sturdy German-made 
brush. Add highly pigmented Stockmar watercolor paints that can be diluted in the jars of the paint jar holder. 
The extra heavy hemp/post-consumer watercolor paper is perfect for the wet-on-wet technique. Set includes 
everything pictured: painting board, 6 - 20cc Stockmar watercolor paints, paint jar holder with 6 jars, paint 
brush, and 11" by 14" hemp watercolor paper. #2074 $149

6 jar paint holder — $39.00  
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bead weaving loom Bead weaving is a satisfying activity with 
several steps from start to finish. The first steps are to design your 
creation and string the loom. Then use the needle and beads to 
slowly, but surely, create your pattern with the beads! Ages 8+. 8” 
long. Germany.  #4769 $35

kitties and puppies embroidery wall art kit We love this 
kit not because the animals are cute (which they are) but be-
cause by following the instructions, you and your child will learn 
two simple but very useful embroidery stitches. And with that 
knowledge, so much is possible! But back to the kit! The stencil 
can either be ironed on or traced. And the iron-on pattern can be 
used up to four times, so if you want to stitch a kitty somewhere 
else, you can. Names can be traced to personalize your wreath 
of kitties. Everything is included to make one very special wall 
hanging. kitties #1777 $24 / puppies #1778 $24

knitting board Knitting for begin-
ners is easy to grasp when you use 
a knitting board! This tool is the per-
fect way to teach children the me-
chanics of knitting without them hav-
ing to maneuver knitting needles.  
They can easily form their loops with 
the pegs on the knitting board instead 
to create leg warmers, scarves, head-
bands and more! Ages 7+. Germany. 
#1060 $39

Mini Cross Stitch Embroidery Kit — 
$10.00  

Mini Cross Stitch Embroi-
dery Kit — $10.00  
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Double Horses Pull Toy -   By pulling on the string that acts as a rein, 
children can make the horses move, mimicking the running motion of 
real horses. This imitation of animal movements introduces children 
to the animal world and encourages an appreciation for nature. It also 
allows them to observe and notice the behaviors of animals, fostering 
a sense of curiosity and learning. 

Playing with this toy engages the whole body, contributing to the 
development of gross motor skills. Children can actively participate in 
the play experience, incorporating physical movements and 
coordination while they interact with the horses and make them run.
Measurement: 5.5x3.5x5.1 $48.00

BAJO Double Reindeer -   The Bajo Double Reindeers Push Toy is more than 
just a delightful decorative piece; it's a dynamic play companion that 
encourages movement and exploration. Designed to stimulate a child's 
imagination and motor skills, this toy features a sturdy handle that's perfect 
for little hands to grip.

As children push these lovable reindeer figures along, they discover the joy of 
cause and e�ect, balance, and coordination
Measurement: 6.5x6.5x5 #21740   $47.00

Bajo wooden miniature dachshund puppy  -  It's not just any ordinary dog – it 
has wheels! Watch as it moves around with a gentle push, running and 
exploring with its ears flapping in the breeze. The lifelike movements of this 
puppy captivate a child's imagination, bringing the joy and wonder of the 
animal world right into their hands.

Playing with this delightful doggy is not only fun, but also educational. As 
children interact with the puppy, they are introduced to the diversity of the 
animal kingdom. They learn to appreciate di�erent species and can distinguish 
a dachshund from other dogs. Measurement: 7x2.8x10.5 #21210b $35.00

Endangered Animals Set of 10  -  Welcome to the wild and wonderful 
world of animals! Did you know that our planet is home to some 
incredible creatures? We want to introduce you to a special group of 
animals that need our help.

Meet the stars of the show: the playful panda, the mighty gorilla, the 
swinging orangutan, the spiky pangolin, the fierce tiger, the graceful 
whale, the cool polar bear, the sneaky leopard, the tough rhinoceros, 
and the wise elephant. Each one has a unique story to tell! #25250AS  
$110.00

Forest animal set  -  Through play, our toy stimulates imagination, 
creativity, and fine motor skills. As you immerse yourself in this 
captivating world, you'll develop a deeper understanding and 
appreciation for the environment that surrounds us. Learn about 
these wonderful creatures and their habitats, and become a true 
nature enthusiast. #He-005S  $56.00

BAJO Rocking Horse Toy -   Let your little ones discover their adventurous 
side on the BAJO Rocking Horse Toy! Perfectly sized for tiny hands to grip 
and rock, this toy is sure to be the highlight of any playroom. Challenge your 
kids to explore new horizons with a thrilling and fun activity! It comes in 2 
colors , beautiful natural wood color and white.
Measurements: 6.4x2.3x4.7   $40.00

Bird decoration/ornament  -  Imagine waking 
up to the sight of little footprints leading 
towards your house, a clear sign that your 
bird feeder is always filled with delicious meals 
for these feathered friends. They're showing 
their appreciation in the most delightful way!

Please keep in mind that this bird decor is for 
admiration and decoration purposes only. It's 
not a toy, but rather a lovely addition to your 
home. Let these adorable birds bring a touch 
of nature indoors and remind you of the 
beauty that surrounds us. #Bird1  $13.00

Goldfinch  Hawfinch  Robin  Great Tit
Long-Tailed Tit
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a. crescent wrench #1654 $13
b. kid's saw #1659 $35
c. kid's screwdriver - phillips #1656 $7
d. kid's screwdriver - flathead #1655 $7

e. cork sanding block with sandpaper 
#1660 $8

f.  wooden level #1652 $11 i. clamps, set of 2 #1662 $6
g. carpenter's hammer #1653 $14

h. folding measure #1661 $8

These tools are just like your adult-sized tools but scaled for children. With tools that fit their hands, kids can experiment with making all 
kinds of woodworking projects. And there is so much to be learned from building things - planning, being creative, measuring, experiment-
ing, and patience. Please note these tools should only be used with adult supervision.

child's first tool kit Give your child all they need to start help 
with your next carpentry project. Tucked inside this simple toolbox 
are a hammer, two screwdrivers, a carpenter's measure, and a lev
el. When the workday is done, everything fits inside to be safely 
stowed for the next project. Adult supervision. #5009 $119
child's first toolbox also available separately. #1619 $79

Decorating Lighthouse Hanger  — The "BAJO Decor Lighthouse 
Hook" is a charming and practical addition to any child's room or 
nursery. This carefully crafted hook is designed to hold clothes, toys, 
or other items, helping to keep the space organized.
small assembly is required Measurement:  19x9x4 #62310 $52.00  

Decorative Hanger   — This is your go-to 
nursery hanger and child room decoration! 
It's the perfect addition to any kids' room or 
childcare space, making it a breeze to hang 
clothes and toys while adding a touch of 
charm. small assembly is required.
Measurement: 13x7x4  #63710 $38.00  
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modeling beeswax Beeswax is a won-
derful way for your child to develop a tac-
tile awareness of natural materials and the 
forms that can spring from them. Germany. 
#1163 $44

beeswax candle kit With this kit, 
children can give friends and loved 
ones their own homemade candles. 
With enough materials for 6 can-
dles, it’s a wonderful craft activity for 
a group of kids during a party or a 
rainy day. Simply place a wick at the 
edge of the wax sheet and roll. When 
finished, the candles burn beautifully.  
Makes 6 candles. Choice of Holiday  
(all red) or Rainbow. USA. #1243 $25

Winged Beeswax Candle  — This natural 
beeswax candle is a special sort of taper. 
Enjoy the changing form of this lovely 
candle as it burns. Made by hand from 
beeswax locally sourced from hard-work-
ing honeybees! Fits into any candle holder 
designed for standard tapers. #4405 
$19.00  

Classic Tealights  — Our tea lights have a burn time of 
approximately 3-4 hours and release a light honey 
smell as they burn. The flame burns clear and doesn't 
smoke. All our tea lights are individually hand poured 
from locally produced beeswax.
Measurement: 1.5" diameter x 0.6" tall
Colors: Natural (Yellow-Orange) #100 . $15.00  

Luminary Beeswax  — Our Luminary Beeswax Candles 
are made and decorated by hand, and are beautifully 
unique!

These Luminary Beeswax Candles are made with 100% 
Beeswax and Dried Pressed Flowers! 

Each comes with one Beeswax Tealight to place in the 
bottom of the Luminary, which when lit gives the 
whole Luminary its warm, beautiful glow. ##7328  
$39.00 

wooden Sirius star candle holder  — Our wooden Sirius star 
candle holder is handmade in our Woodshop from reclaimed 
flooring timber (walnut). Finished in raw linseed oil and with an 
inlay made of copper, it's the perfect match for our beeswax 
candles.It makes beautiful gift and 100% pure and natural 
beeswax taper candles are hand dipped and finished for a 
beautiful addition to any home. They burn clean, are dripless, 
create a perfect ambiance, and will leave your home smelling 
great! These taper candles have a 5/8” base and fit perfectly in 
the Sirius star candle holder. Measurement: 4.5" tall x 5/8" 
diameter. Colors: Natural (Yellow-Orange) #110  $25.00  
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women's wool & silk 
long-sleeve shirt  

#3412 $99

women's wool & silk  
leggings  
#3424 $99

eucalan woolwash Eucalan’s spe-
cial no-rinse formula is terrific, because 
what stays behind is an extra dose of 
lanolin to boost the water resisten-
ace of the wool. Choice of lavender or  
unscented. Canada. #4274 $16

We have o�ered Finnish-made Ruskovilla woolens 
for years. We love the soft organic Merino wool. 
We love the cu�s on the pants and long-sleeved 
shirts because they make room for growing.  
We love that we have been able to share them 
from one child to another. We love that there are 
silk blends for more temperate climates. We love 
that we have an organic layer to keep our kids  
(and yours!) comfy from fall through spring.  

Wrap your little ones in wool!

Why We Love Wool 
(and you should too!)

See Online for Sizing!-
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children's wool socks #3400 $21
baby's wool socks #3386 $19

children's wool long johns  
#3396 $56–$70

children's wool long-sleeve shirt  
#3394 $56–$70

children's wool & silk long-sleeve shirt  
#3402 $56–$70

children's wool & silk long johns  
#3403 $56–$70

baby's long nappy pants  
#3383 $49

children's wool zippered bodysuit  
#3397 $118

baby's wool overalls with feet
#3380 $49

children's wool hood #3399  $32
baby's wool hood #3385  $32
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Around The Year — Cute little 
rhymes about the hours, days, 
and months. Beautiful art work 
of the seasons.  Come through 
the year with this wonderful 
book. #H24157  $19.95

Evie And The Strawberry Surprise- Evie 
And The Strawberry Surprise — Evie's 
adventures are sure to ignite the 
imagination of young readers, inspiring 
them to embrace their own courage, 
curiosity, and the magic that lies within. 
Evie is a determined, ingenious and 
bright little Strawberry Fairy who lives in 
an old teapot. Join Evie and her friends, 
the flower fairies and creatures of 
Wildberry Acres, on their magical 
adventures in this third book in the Evie 
the Strawberry Fairy series. $16.95

Winter Wishes — Within the pages of 
"Winter Wishes for You," readers will 
embark on a journey through a winter 
wonderland. The enchanting illustra-
tions vividly depict scenes of 
snow-covered landscapes, twinkling 
lights, cozy moments by the fire, and 
joyful gatherings with loved ones. 
Each page is a celebration of the 
unique beauty and warmth that 
winter o�ers. #10787  $15.00

Elsa Beskow Calendar 2024 — 
Beautiful Calendar to keep all your 
important dates.  Day starting with 
Sunday.  Includes UK, US, and 
Swedish Public Holidays. Eco 
Friendly and plastic free. #H24141  
$17.95

Maybe — Written by Kobi Yamada, a 
New York Times best-selling author 
known for his inspiring and thought-pro-
voking works, this book takes readers on 
a journey of self-discovery and empow-
erment. With beautiful prose and 
captivating storytelling, Yamada invites 
readers to embrace their uniqueness and 
recognize the extraordinary potential 
they possess. #7323  $19.00

Elsa Beskow Alphabet Book 
— Beautiful pictures that 
represent each letter of the 
Alphabet.  So you can see a 
King for K, a Magpie for M, and 
Waterfall for W.  So many 
other wonderful images to see 
and learn the alphabet while 
doing so. #G0350  $19.95
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grimm's rainbow grasping toy A cluster of 
rainbow beads serves as a grasping toy and a 
teething toy to engage a baby beginning to ex-
plore their world. The brightly colored beads roll 
against and around one another on an elastic 
band. This wooden toy is finished with non-toxic 
stains, so it's safe for your baby to explore with 
their hands or mouth. Germany. #4478 $24

baby's wool & silk pilot cap Organic Wool & Silk Pilot Cap fits snugly on 
your baby's head. An excellent addition to a layette, the pure silk and soft Meri-
no wool provide exceptional warmth while being gentle on baby's tender skin. 
This fine knit baby hat makes a good layer in cool weather or an underlayer 
for hooded garments on colder days. This wool and silk garment is made by 
Ruskovilla Oy, a Finnish company deeply committed to quality and the environ-
ment at all phases of production - from raw materials to the finished garment. 
The organic wool is ethically produced in South America and the yarn is spun 
in Germany. Choice of 0–3 months, 3–6 months, and 6–12 months. #3393 $24

Bird rattle with wooden ball  — This 
beautiful wooden rattle is not only a 
delightful toy but also doubles as a 
soothing teether. Crafted with care, it 
is designed to provide hours of 
entertainment and sensory explora-
tion.

The gentle sound of the wooden 
beads inside will capture your baby's 
attention and stimulate their auditory 
senses. The smooth, natural wood is 
perfect for tiny hands to grasp, 
promoting fine motor skills and 
hand-eye coordination. And if those 
little gums start to ache, this rattle 
can o�er some relief as a teething 
toy.
Measurement: 3.1x1.9x1.9 $18.00 

Fruit rattle and teether   — Step into the magical world of the forest and 
listen closely to its captivating sounds! Shake the fruits and hear the delight-
ful clicks, bangs, and rustles that mimic the wonders of nature. The catkin 
has its own unique click, the acorn produces a deep bang, and the alder 
leaves rustle with a gentle sound. And guess what? You can even safely 
chew on the maple fruit! $18.00 

Little Frog Rattle Bajo   — The gentle sound of the wooden ball inside will 
capture your baby's attention and stimulate their auditory senses. The 
smooth, natural wood is perfect for tiny hands to grasp, promoting fine 
motor skills and hand-eye coordination. And if those little gums start to 
ache, this rattle can o�er some relief as a teething toy.
Measurement: 3.5x2x2.7 $18.00 
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baby spoon Our beautiful wooden Baby Spoons 
are a wonderful way to introduce your child to eat-
ing solid food. Each one is hand-crafted of cherry 
wood with your choice of a heart-shaped or moon-
shaped cut-out in the handle. Choice of Heart or 
Moon. 4" long. USA. #3293 $9

 wooden rainbow wobble toy 
Babies just sitting up will be tickled 
by this wooden rainbow toy that 
rocks and sways but never tumbles. 
Ages 8m+. Austria. #1628 $29

hedgehog teether Made by our friends at 
Grimm's, this little hedgehog teether is sure to 
be a welcome companion for getting through 
those challenging teething times. Easy to grasp 
as well! Age 0+. Germany. #1798 $16

grimm's rainbow tumbler A pleasing rattle and wooden push 
toy, the tumbler is light enough to be carried in one hand by a 
toddler. Crawling babies will enjoy watching it roll away as the balls 
make a gentle clackety sound. 6" diam. Germany. #1647 $54

Wooden Teethers in 3 shapes to choose — Choose our 
natural teething toy as your baby's first sensory companion 
and provide them with comfort and relief during their 
teething journey. It's more than just a toy; it's a warm and 
soothing friend for your precious little one. Measurement: 
3.9x3x0.5 $16.00
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wood with your choice of a heart-shaped or moon-
shaped cut-out in the handle. Choice of Heart or 
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by this wooden rainbow toy that 
rocks and sways but never tumbles. 
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hedgehog teether Made by our friends at 
Grimm's, this little hedgehog teether is sure to 
be a welcome companion for getting through 
those challenging teething times. Easy to grasp 
as well! Age 0+. Germany. #1798 $16

grimm's rainbow tumbler A pleasing rattle and wooden push 
toy, the tumbler is light enough to be carried in one hand by a 
toddler. Crawling babies will enjoy watching it roll away as the balls 
make a gentle clackety sound. 6" diam. Germany. #1647 $54

Wooden Teethers in 3 shapes to choose — Choose our 
natural teething toy as your baby's first sensory companion 
and provide them with comfort and relief during their 
teething journey. It's more than just a toy; it's a warm and 
soothing friend for your precious little one. Measurement: 
3.9x3x0.5 $16.00



Plock Evi doll—  Introducing Plock, the adorable push doll companion for your 
little one! Plock is made from soft and cuddly organic cotton fabric, ensuring a 
gentle and cozy touch for your child. The doll's body is filled with a soft stu�ng 
material, providing a plush and huggable experience. With its compact size and 
lightweight design, Plock is perfect for little hands to grasp and carry around. 
$29.00
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velour baby doll A good first doll, this 
plush cotton rag doll is a true classic. 

pull close, hold, and hug. Made in Brazil by 
a women's cooperative. 11” tall. #4715 $40

rainbow wooden peg people A simple 
wooden matching game in rainbow colors! 
Younger children will like setting each peg 
person into the corresponding bowl, prac-
ticing their colors and math skills. Older chil-
dren can personalize them to create playful 
scenes by pairing them with our building 
blocks and tunnel sets. Germany. Ages 1+. 
#4468 $71

pocket doll At home in a child’s pocket or bag, 
these friendly Pocket Dolls can be the perfect 
diversion for a long car trip, airplane ride or just 
waiting for dinner at a restaurant. Made in Brazil 
by a women's cooperative. 7.5" tall. #1608 $14

rainbow stacker Made of alder wood and 
colored with non-toxic stains, this classic 
stacking toy is great for learning color rec-
ognition and developing hand-eye coordina-
tion. 9.25” tall. Germany. #1100 $47

rainbow bowls Perfect for filling and 
pouring, stacking or rolling. Largest bowl 
is 3.5” diameter. Germany. #1096 $38 



Magnetic fish puzzle —  As you play 
with the magnetic pieces, you'll 
enhance your fine motor skills and 
develop your creativity and imagina-
tion. The puzzle becomes a gateway 
to learning about the diverse fish 
species that inhabit Lake Balaton. Can 
you recognize the original fish from 
your own creations? Challenge 
yourself to identify each unique 
species and learn more about their 
characteristics and habitats. 
#Ba-003S $56.00

Whale Family Puzzle Stacker.  —  We believe in 
creating toys that celebrate the rich diversity of life on 
our planet. Our Whale Sorting Board is a prime 
example of this commitment, featuring 7 adorable 
species of whales in various sizes. #97350  $57.00

Beeest wooden Sheep Sorter   —  Get ready for some 
sheep-tastic fun with our Quality Wood Sheep Sorting 
Set! This woolly crew includes 7 playful sheep, each 
varying in size, from the largest to the teeniest-tiniest 
in the herd. But wait, there's a twist – the smallest 
sheep is as black as the night! #97370  $57.00
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organic cuddle bunny From his floppy ears to his 
cotton tail, this organic cotton bunny will please your 

easy to carry or tuck in anywhere while the knotted 
paws and wool head give him a little definition. 16.5" tall. 
Ages 3m+. #1392 $20

grimm's rainbow stacking boxes Use these wooden nest-
ing boxes for storage or for play. They're perfect for building 
graduated towers with room to hold animals and small dolls. 
Incorporated into block structures, children can use them as 
rooms, stabilizing their towns or castles to add height. Nested 
them back together for easy storage. The beautiful colors are 
created with non-toxic stains. Ages 1+.  Germany. #4471 $112

animal friends wooden book Toddlers enjoy flipping 
through this sturdy wooden book. The whimsical and beauti-
fully crafted board book is made with integrity by a company 
that manages the entire production process from the selection 
of trees to the application of the images on the pages. With its 
small size and brightly-colored depictions of eight di�erent an-
imals in non-toxic paints, it is a perfect first book to share with 
your baby or toddler. Four wooden "pages".  Switzerland. Ages 
0+. #3994 $15
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grimm's birthday ring sets Make a Birthday Ring a part of your 
family’s festivities. Here’s how: Place a candle and an ornament 
(choose from our large selection online!) in the ring and then add one 
each year as a remembrance of the year passed. Our Birthday Ring 
Set is a good way to start this tradition! Each set includes: a Birthday 
Ring (12 or 16 Holes), Brass Candle Holders (6 or 12) and 12 Beeswax 
Candles. Ornaments sold separately. 12 hole ring, 8.75” diameter. 16 
hole ring, 12” diameter. Germany and USA. 12 hole set #1927 $55 / 
16 hole set #1926 $74 
Please note that Brass Candle Holders (set of 6) and Birthday Rings 
are sold separately online.

woodland birthday ring ornament set Make a display for 
a seasonal table or birthday celebration with this set of wood-
land creatures. Includes a fox, squirrel, toadstool, bunny and tree 
birthday ring ornaments. Combine with candles and other orna-
ments for a forest festival. Germany. #1011 $37

set of 12 beeswax candles These Beeswax 
Candles are hand-dipped by the villagers at the 
Camphill Village in New York. With the addition 
of a brass candle holder, they’ll fit perfectly with 
our birthday rings. Choice of red or natural. USA. 
(5.5” tall) #2643 $16
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winter ornament set This set of wooden birthday ring orna-
ments invites King Winter to your seasonal table or birthday 
celebration. Germany. #1009 $34

grimm's birthday cubes -
day rings forever but love this new format for 
your ornaments and candles. Please use with any 
birthday ring ornaments, and our brass candle 
holders fit perfectly in the holes for candles! 8 
Cubes to thread on each with a hole, 8 wooden 
beads to thread, 1 cord, Approximately 12" diam-
eter. #1796 $54

birthday numbers set Celebrate family birthdays with this 
complete set of number ornaments which fit into the candle 
holes on our birthday rings. The edges are softened to give 
them a more natural look. This set includes the digits 0-9.  
Germany. 3.25” tall. #2636-SET $67 / #2636 $7

Itty Bitty Music Box    —  Your very own little crank shaft 
music Box.  It can be put on di�erent surfaces to make a 
di�erent sound.  Small enough for your pocket to surprise 
someone with music. Two di�erent songs to choose from.  
Which one will you choose, Happy Birthday or Your Are My 
Sunshine? Size 3.5 x 1.75 x 1 Weight 0.1 lbs $11.00 
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little yellow car #1913 $26

spy eye - assorted colors #1405 $15

Small hopping rabbit from Bajo 
 $21.00 

Colors - White, Pink, Mint, Natural, Blue

Nocturnal Animal Set 
 $58.00 

Zenek the Chipmunk funny wooden push toy. 
 $27.00 

rainbow cup + ball #1409 $15

rainbow prism #4763 $12

ping pong catapult #1259 $24

tree top #8029 $15

itty bitty music box #1701 $11

 

glass sphere #1871 $15



Konrad the Possum Animal stacking toy

 $27.00 

Big-Eared Bat #003-1 
 $25.00 
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wooden kaleidoscope -  
assorted colors #1408 $19

rainbow catcher #4545 $19

small curved wooden heart #3950 SML $6

easy tops set #4536 $22

magnifying glass #1810 $12

exploring kaleidoscope #1809 $10

forest family #1197 $40

 
Colorable Menorah 

$25.00

Wooden Flashlight  #NA005-2 
 $40.00 
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Handblown and hand painted glass set of 4   —  
assorted Christmas Ornaments. Each design in 
set is di�erent, picture bellow is example.  
Amazing example of Polish craftsmanship in 
fragile art for beautiful holiday decoration.. 
Price for set - $95 

Handmade 
      Ornaments

Fusion glass ornament   —  Exquisite Angel Crafted Especially 
for Nova by an Occupational Therapy Workshop in Europe. 
This unique piece, crafted from authentic glass and metal, 
measures approximately 3 inches. A charming addition to 
your tree or a thoughtful gift for a loved one. Available in 
vibrant red, yellow, green, and blue. Item #7327, priced at $12.

Reindeer candle globe    —  Add a tealight, and the 
glow from this wooden candle holder will illuminate a 
room and bring the peace and quiet of winter. The rustic 
globes are turned on a lathe, and the detailing is carved 
by hand. The reindeer foraging in the forest is comple-
mented with a carved star, which sheds warm, soft light. 
3.75" diam. Germany. #1529  $45

paper snowflakes    —  These paper snowflakes 
are amazing! Attach them to your window with 
water, and they will stay securely through the 
season. Remove carefully and reuse them the 
next year! Comes in a set of 5 small snowflakes 
or a set of 3 larger snowflakes. #1822  $12
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holy family with angel Featuring the central figures of 
the nativity, these poseable dolls allow children to interact 
and arrange the holy family on their most important night.  
Ages 3+. Made in Brazil by a women's cooperative. #3858 $88

wooden angel This hand carved wood-
en angel highlights the rough and smooth 
of our world. Her beautiful heart is like the 
light we each hide under our rough exteri-
ors. Germany. 4.5” tall. #1532 $19

mary's little donkey 
book A lovely retelling 
of the Christmas story 
from the perspective 
of Mary's donkey. Soft-
cover, 160 pages. Ages 
6–10. #4428 $13

lucky holiday stars Such a fun, easy, 
satisfying craft! Simply tie the end of one 
of the paper strips, tuck in the end, and 
wrap the remaining paper. You'll end up 
with a pentagon, and when you push 
each side with your finger, you'll create 
a star! Comes with 100 strips of paper in 
two colorways. #1836 $8

snowflake tealight Lay this beauti-
fully simple snowflake on your table or 
windowsill and watch the candlelight 
twinkle into the night. Or create a winter 
scene by setting several of these can-
dle holders together! Includes 1 tealight.  
#B43904 $20

shepherds on their way advent calendar The fantastic star-
ry sky and gentle shepherds making their way to the stable made 
us choose this unique advent calendar. Celebrate the time leading 
up to Christmas by opening a door each morning. So many sur-
prises await! Illustrated by Angela Koconda. 18" across. #1979 $20 
Please look online for more advent calendars!
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Each ornament is handmade in Fair Trade by global artisans empowered to use their trades to sup-
port their families. Artisans receive fair pay, and their steady work helps enrich the lives of vulnerable 
children. Hang them in your home or share them with others for sweet and meaningful gifts!

a. dinosaur ornament #2039 $15
b. Snowflake felt gnome ornament $15
c. Snowflake felt llama ornament  $15
d. spaceship ornament #2041 $15

 

 

Felted
Fair Trade

Ornaments

on 4 wheels

Eco Auto-Transporter     — Beep beep! Coming 
through! This brightly colored auto transporter 
comes in 3 parts: a red truck, a trailer, and ONE 
blue or yellow car. Perfectly engineered for 
little hands and is compatible with every bajo 
car size! ONE car is included in set, others on 
picture are shown for demonstration purpose 
only.
Measurement: 10.2x3.5x5.1 #49610  $98.00

Bajo Large Fire Engine #8      — 
Inspired by the heroic world of 
firefighters, this masterpiece of 
craftsmanship brings sustainability, 
safety, and learning to life. Gleaming 
golden bell and expertly-crafted 
wooden ladder evoke a real fire 
engine, captivating your child's 
imagination and inspiring endless 
adventures. Measurement:8x6x3  
#41850   $69.00

Car Display + 8 Car Assortment       — Rev up 
the fun and bring a touch of excitement to 
your mini's room with this awesome display of 
8 assorted cars! These beautifully made cars 
are not only great for playtime, but they also 
make a stunning addition to any nursery, 
bedroom, or play space. Measurement of 
display: 9x7x6  #49150   $80.00

SUV Seb car for young farmers       — The SUV 
Seb Farm 4x4 beckons kids to take risks and 
explore with its feature-rich and imaginative 
design  #IIJ8045   $70.00

Auto-Transporter best for toddler play        — Rev it up! 
Buckle up, adventure seekers, because the most 
vibrant auto transporter has arrived! This dynamic toy 
is composed of THREE pieces: a fiery red truck, a sleek 
trailer, and two pocket-sized cars which yearn for an 
adventure. But it doesn't stop there—this plaything isn't 
just a blast, it's also educational.  #41410B   $40.00

Shelfie Shelf — A shelf with mini 
cubes to keep all your tiny 
treasures on display. Can be 
hung up on the wall or placed 
on a table.

Comes fully assembled and has 
hooks on the back on either 
side to hang it horizontally or 
vertically. toys are not included     
$130.00



Amazing Multi Stacker   — Embark on a 
fascinating journey into the tradition of 
totem poles with our wooden stacking toy! 
Totem poles are more than just sculptures; 
they're stories carved into towering trees, 
adorned with symbols and intricate animal 
figures. Each totem pole is a treasure trove of 
meaning, Measurement: 4.3x4.3x11.4 #98110   
$60.00

Build the Lighthouse   — Great kit for anyone 
who likes to build models. This set is 500 
pieces, comes with non-toxic glue and instruc-
tions to build a lighthouse.  With these blocks 
you can also build other things that come to 
the imagination. This set is reusuable. Simply 
soak the blocks in water and take them apart.  
Once dry they are ready for another build.  
#70200-WE    $25.00

Klocki Mondriana- Blocks   — Get 
ready to unleash your inner artist and 
dive into the world of Piet Mondrian, 
the legendary painter whose work has 
left an indelible mark on the art world. 
Now, you have the power to create 
your very own Mondrian-inspired 
masterpieces with our unique blocks.  
#91020    $99.00

Do it yourself - Tower of London!    — This is a 
set of 2000 pieces with non-toxic glue and 
instructions included.  If in London this beauti-
ful tower is a piece to look at. Now you can 
have your own to look at after you have built it 
yourself.   #70453-WE    $80.00

Construct with brick and wood!
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Lighthouse Pyramid   — A wooden lighthouse toy that is 
designed to add rustic charm to a nursery or playroom and 
can be stacked.Consider creating a cylindrical base for the 
lighthouse and smaller stacked pieces resembling the 
lighthouse .Stack the pieces to complete the lighthouse 
structure.(11 pieces)  #33460    $42.00
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wooden calendar for all seasons Add a new ritual for your 
daily routine with this charming wooden calendar. You’ll look for-
ward to switching the day of the week every morning. There’s even 
an illustration to colorfully represent each of the four season. These 
calendars are made in a workshop that employs adults with devel-
opmental disabilities. 13.5” sq. Germany. #4764 $119
If you already have the Family Time Wooden Calendar and would 
like the All Seasons Scenes, please see #2007 ($39) online.

family time wooden calendar Our Wooden Calendar for All Seasons has 
been a perpetual favorite, and we were happy when a new style became avail-
able. The Family Time Wooden Calendar includes everything you need to start 
each day knowing the date, day of the week, month, and season. These calen-
dars are made in a workshop in Germany that employs adults with develop-
mental disabilities, providing them with routine, skills, and a sense of belonging. 
#1914 $119
If you already have the Wooden Calendar for All Seasons and would like the 
Family Time Scenes, please see #1915 ($39) online.
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seasonal poems, songs & stories 
books This collection of Waldorf-inspired 
seasonal books o�er songs, poems, and 
stories for all four seasons. We know it's 
a perennial favorite for families and that 
each book has so much to o�er! Please 
look online for details about each book! 
spring #1382 $15 / summer #1383 $15 
/ autumn #1384 $15 / winter #1385 $15

gerda muller seasons boxed set Explore the di�erent 
weather and activities the epitomize the seasonal changes of 
the northern hemisphere. Children can imagine visiting farm 
babies in spring to swimming in summer to kite-flying in fall 
to feeding the birds in winter. Board book, 12 pages each. 
Ages 1+. #1683 $30
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trio of wooden hearts Perhaps your child 
is going to school, or maybe it is time for bed, 
but whatever the event, remind them that they 
are in your thoughts and in your heart with one 
of our Wooden Hearts. Place in a pocket or un

-

der a pillow as a wooden worry stone. Germany.

 

#3854-SET $16

 

-

grimm's pastel rainbow tunnel With colors 
like a morning in spring, this wooden rainbow tun-
nel brings a softer palette to your child's building. 
They can imagine a unicorn or fairy stepping from 
its softly colored curves or add a special topping 
to a block tower turret. It looks lovely with the 
hues of a spring seasonal table, too. Germany. 
Ages 1+. #1236 $41

grimm's rainbow hearts 
Heart-shaped and fun to in-
corporate into other block 
play, these blocks add curves 
and swoops to building play. 
Your child will enjoy the chal-
lenge of working them into 
block structures or attempt-
ing to balance them in their 
own sculpture. They are a 
nice addition to a Valentine's 
Day seasonal table. Ages 3+. 
Germany. #4479 $57

 

Such a fun, lucky heart stars
easy, satisfying craft! Simply 
tie the end of one of the pa
per strips, tuck in the end, and 
wrap the remaining paper. You'll 
end up with a pentagon, and 
when you push each side with 
your finger, you'll create a star! 
Comes with 100 strips of paper. 
#1863 $9

Medium stronghold with natural roof  — The 
octagonal shape of this wooden play castle 
makes it easy to defend, leaving no 
blindspots as the knights patrol from the 
battlements. The inhabitants can easily raise 
or lower the drawbridge depending on 
whether the approaching party is friend or 
foe. This outpost will o�er safe harbor to 
either the soft or wooden castle figures 
#D0063 $185.00   

Siege tower for castle walls storm 
— For knights preparing to storm a 
castle, there is no better equipment 
than this sturdy wooden siege 
tower. The wheels facilitate an easy 
approach, allowing the knights' 
chargers to draw is across meadow 
or carpet. The attacking army can 
shelter behind the protective sides 
when surging toward the castle 
walls with the ram foremost #D1101 
$75.00   

Small Tournament Stand  — Tournament 
Stand in small size is a charming addition 
to any medieval playset. This carefully 
crafted stand embodies the spirit of a 
medieval tournament, where gallant 
knights showcase their prowess and 
skills. Imagine the knights jousting and 
engaging in friendly competition on this 
stand, vying for victory and honor. 
Whether as a standalone piece or part of 
a larger medieval playset, the Tourna-
ment Stand Small promises delightful 
playtime filled with chivalry and excite-
ment. Let the tournament begin! #D1109 
$153.00   

Defensive Catapult for all your 
castle walls   — The Drewart Big 
Defensive Catapult is a fantastic 
toy that combines both play and 
learning. Made from high-quality 
materials, this catapult is built to 
last and is sure to become a 
favorite toy in any child's collec-
tion. #D1003 $90.00   

hearts for someone you love...

 Explore Further at novanatural.com for other exciting toys.


